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Make the main thing the main thing
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If you say you wanna work on the mental game: do it! Often times, we coaches have
the best of intentions, then once we get into practice we go into auto-pilot and go
back to the usual. We start with a great speech on embracing failure, then when they
do fail? We correct their fundamentals. (Myself included!)

Even if the mistake was a fundamental issue, keep the main focus on finding the
lesson after the fail. Let them come up with the adjustment. You stay focused on this
next part!

Provide obstacles on purpose
The best way to implement these lessons is to throw them in the deep end and let
them learn. For you, that means creating obstacles. Use the challenges & drills here
and make your other drills challenging, too! 

It's just like every other skill you teach: your main priority is to constantly look for
opportunities to help your girls level-up. The only difference this time is you're not
helping their torque or wrist snap; you're working on their resilience!

Live in the goal-setting Sweet Spot
You'll be able to tell on instinct the level of challenge your team can handle on
average, but you need to keep an eye on individuals. Push too hard, and you can
(temporarily) hurt their confidence. Not the end of the world- but avoidable! 

If you see someone struggling, pull them aside and explain that you'll level down a
minute to give them a breather. For example, if you're doing the Clean Play 10 drill
and they can't even seem to get 3 in a row... Have them take a break (and a breath!)
and get 5 in a row first. Then tell them to level back up as soon as they're ready!

If the opposite is the case and one player is crushing the drill, encourage her to level
up! Go for another rep, a faster time, or beat her personal best. Make the drill itself
more difficult like tougher pitches or a tighter zone.

This is the fun part! Pay attention to where each individual is and keep them in that
Fail Forward Sweet Spot :)



Getting your girls to buy in
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Start with by Redefining Failure for them (next page)
Use the Buy-In Bundle* to get them to understand the power of failing forward 
Check in with individual players as needed

Tracking & celebrating wins
Track wins on your practice plan
Add to the Win Scoreboard after each practice
Once you fill a Scoreboard - celebrate as a team!

Keeping it competitive

Taking advantage of a built-in team

Running the drills
Make your practice plan like usual
Plug in a Fail Forward Drill for the physical skill you want to work on
Keep the focus & conversation on failing forward

Play a Game-Within-A-Game* to focus on the controllables & make it fun
Make progress faster with the Momentum Master Plan*
Stay out of slumps with the Slump-Buster Handbook*

Reach out to mel@mentalsweetspot.com with any product-related questions
Ask questions & get ideas in the Customer Group on Facebook
Share your ideas & wins with the group too!
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Who said it's a bad thing

Flip your script

Fail forward

Option A: "3rd place is Second Loser"
Option B: "Getting a medal is a dream come true!"
Neither are true
It's your choice

Thank your emotions for getting your attention
Shift to problem-solving mode
You can use any experience to your advantage
It's your choice

It hurts because you care
Our default is to protect ourselves
Feeling bad can actually help you
It's your choice

I don't know who started the trend, but "fail" has become another dirty, 4-letter word.
But words don't have meaning until we give it to them, so why let one simple word
bring down hours of training?! 

These bullet points are from the intro video to this product (which you can access
mentalsweetspot.com/library) and serve as a reminder that Failure isn't all that bad!



How will you celebrate? Ice cream for all!!

Abby
Swag

Bella
Retire
the Side

Claire
Hosed

@ Home 

Dani
Out
In 3

Elise
Smashed

it

EXAMPLE
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Out-Ofs
Retire the Side
Not-Just-A-Pitcher
Quick Outs
Off the Plate
Out In 3
Sequences
Big Pitcher
Tight Zone
Pitch Momentum
Bunt 1-3
Get Out of It
Pitcher's Count
Racking Up Outs

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

PITCHING 7

Stick It
Save A Run
Block Wall
Quick Not Rushed
POP Record
Rapid Fire
Bloop Vacuum
Pick Pro
Gun 'er Out
Tough Catch
Fence Snag
Bunt 2-3
Pick 3
Stop It

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

CATCHING 21

Glove Side
Quick Cover
Range Rover
Rapid Relay
Lay Out

44
45
46
47
48

Cut the Distance
Bloopfest
Wide Receiver
Drop Back & Go
Cover the Field
Hosed At Home
Fence Setup
Pop-Up Setup
Clear Talk 
Read the Bounce
Go-Getter
Clock Agility
Lay Out
Robbed

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

OUTFIELD 49

Slide Relay
All-Around
Safe Slide-By
Two From Two
Get Out There
Last 60 Feet
Read & Decide
2-Base Relay
Quick to First
Squeeze Runner
Back or Go

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

E-Free
Target Practice
Backhand Boss
Laser Tags
Turn It
Toss Pro
Shorthop Wizard
'Tweeners
Go 4

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

INFIELD 35

Sac Bunt Pro
Sac Bunt Putter
Sneaky & Safe 
Fake-Out Slap
Bunt Pepper
Squeeze Bunter
Small Ball Sequence

91
92
93
94
95
96
97

SHORT GAME 91

Smash It
Put It In Play
Picky Hitter
Score Urgency
Spray Chart
Gap Shot
At-Bat Survivor
Sac Fly Challenge
1 Pitch Wonder
Mix & Mash
Drive the Corners
Look Low
Down In the Count
Swag

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

HITTING 63 3 Innings
Hit or Else
Hit Parade
Bunch of Bunts
Defenseless
Comeback Kids
No Mercy
No-E D
Hold 'Em
Stranded At 1
E-Free Streak
Chatterbox
End It
21 Outs

98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

TEAM 98

Last One Leading
Read & Go
Go Home

77
78
79

BASERUNNING 77



OUT-OFS
Pitching Drill

WHAT YOU'LL NEED
Catcher or target
Softball(s) & glove

OBJECTIVE
Hit as many spots as you can within 50 reps

IMPLEMENTATION

Set a goal for how many spots you think you can hit out of 50
Success = you reach that goal
Decide what pitch or pitches you'll throw beforehand
Keep track of hit spots on paper or your phone
Finish the drill even if you can't reach your goal
Meet/exceed your goal? Put it on the Win Scoreboard!
Win or fail, take at least one lesson from the drill

TIPS

Make sure your goal is in the Sweet Spot: challenging & achievable
When you make a mistake, use your reset routine & try again
Find a lesson in every missed spot (fail forward)
Give yourself credit for every spot you do hit - and keep going toward your goal
If you hit your goal, make it more difficult!
Doing this solo? Write down the sequence of pitches before, then take time to
track your points in between reps; Use athletic tape to mark off strike zone on a
net or flat surface
Doing this indoors? Make sure there's a safe backstop & use a softee if necessary

Plate
Pitching rubber (if possible)
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PUT IT IN PLAY
Hitting Drill

WHAT YOU'LL NEED

OBJECTIVE
Put the ball in play, on the ground, no matter where it's pitched

IMPLEMENTATION

TIPS

Front tosser/pitcher
Bat

Softball(s)
Plate

Find a lesson in every missed play (fail forward)
Give yourself credit for every play you make - and keep going!
If you hit all 10, raise the number &/or make the pitches tougher
Doing this solo? Use a tee & move locations each rep
Doing this indoors? Make sure you have enough space to see the ball down

Success = Hit the ball on the ground
Your goal is to hit 10/10 pitches on the ground
Mix pitch locations as well as balls and strikes
Treat it like a game: step out between "at-bats"
Get all 10? Put it on the Win Scoreboard
Win or fail, take at least one lesson from the drill
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